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Introduction 

We very much appreciate your participation in our upcoming symposium on The New Narrative for a Global 

Movement for Spiritual Transformation. This is the first in a series of symposia through which we will invite 

dialogue partners to join us in exploring each of the significant components of our emerging long-term 

program strategy. Our goal for this symposium is to take the next step, with all of your help, in deepening 

and broadening our reflections on the New Narrative, reflections that are still at a very early stage. We see 

this dialogue continuing to unfold over the coming years, both here at Fetzer and in many other settings 

around the world. 

The purpose of this paper is to provide some background information on the Fetzer Institute (Section I), 

present the conceptual framework we will use to structure our dialogue at the symposium (Section II), and 

share some very brief thoughts on how all of us can help create a safe and sacred space for our time 

together (Section III). We hope that this background information will enrich your preparation for and 

participation in the symposium. 

 

I.  The Fetzer Institute:  Who We Are, What We Do, and How We Work 

Building the spiritual foundation for a loving world 

The Fetzer Institute is an inclusive, spiritually grounded community of love and hope committed to helping 

build the spiritual foundation for a loving world.  

We are persuaded that at this critical moment in human history, a spiritually grounded transformation of 

consciousness from separation and fear to oneness and love is both the next big step forward in humanity’s 

spiritual journey and the only force powerful enough to save us humans from doing grievous harm to 

ourselves, the community of life, and the life support systems of this planet that sustain us. We are inspired 

by and committed to doing all that we can to strengthen the global movement that is working to catalyze 

and support this fundamental spiritual transformation.  

 

A spiritually grounded community 

We recognize that to be effective in this work, we, as a community, must be the work—that is, that we 

must continually work to deepen our spiritual grounding and to build a culture of love, trust, authenticity, 

and inclusion.  

The common ground that defines the Fetzer Institute community is our shared experience that there is 

more to existence than physical reality and that this “something more” binds us to each other and to all 

that exists in a deeply interconnected, meaningful, and sacred way that calls us to a life of love.   

Standing on this common ground, we are a highly diverse community committed to honoring and 

supporting all life-affirming spiritual paths, whether within or outside an established tradition. 
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Our emerging program strategy 

We have been engaged in a two-year exploration of the experience of the sacred and the potential of 

deepening the sense of the sacred as a catalyst for positive spiritual transformation. Our longer-term 

program strategy has begun to emerge organically from this exploration. The goal of this long-term strategy 

is: 

To help catalyze a broad-scale, spiritually grounded transformation from an ego-centered 

consciousness of separation and fear to an all-centered consciousness of oneness and love 

with the result that a critical mass of individuals around the world embraces love as the 

guiding principle and animating force for living their lives in sacred relationship with self, 

others, and the natural world. 

 

We envision working to achieve this goal through a movement-building strategy comprising the following 

four, highly integrated sub-strategies. 

 A new narrative:  Because worldviews drive action, we will bring diverse thought leaders together 

to support the emergence of a new cultural narrative that combines a sophisticated scientific 

understanding of physical reality with a deep, inclusive, and hopeful spiritual understanding of the 

sacred mystery that both infuses and transcends physical reality. 

 Supporting a global movement:  We will help catalyze and support the continued growth of the 

emerging global movement for spiritual transformation. In this work, we will use both classic 

movement building strategies and the powerful tools of social media to help build web-based 

global networks and both place-based and web-supported communities committed to supporting 

spiritual transformation. 

 New forms of spiritual community:  We will continue to strengthen our own inclusive, spiritually 

grounded community while simultaneously supporting the emergence in the world of new forms of 

spiritual community—not primarily new organizations but rather a new way of being in spiritually 

grounded relationship—that affirm the spiritual freedom of all persons and effectively support life-

affirming spiritual transformation.   

 Engagement with science:  Central to developing the new cultural narrative are the twin challenges 

of restoring a balanced and complementary relationship between the scientific and spiritual ways 

of knowing, and exploring new “relational” understandings of reality that move beyond an 

atomistic and deterministic paradigm. We will engage leading scientists and philosophers in 

addressing these challenges.  

To implement this strategy, we have a highly qualified 60-member staff, an award-winning retreat center 

on our beautiful campus in Kalamazoo, Michigan, a contemplative retreat center in nearby rural Three 

Rivers, and the financial resources generated by our significant endowment. 
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How we work 

We see ourselves as only a single node in the great web of individuals and organizations around the world 

working for spiritually grounded personal and social transformation.  By its very nature, this web has no 

center and no centralized leadership (we see this as one of its great strengths!), and thus it empowers each 

of us involved in this great common work to provide leadership and support wherever we are and in 

whatever ways we can.  In this spirit, we are committed to working collaboratively through long-term 

partnerships grounded in a shared commitment to the integration of the inner life of mind and spirit with 

the outer life of action and service. 

 

II.  The Symposium 

The frame for our dialogue:  The New Narrative as the worldview of an emerging global movement for 

spiritual transformation 

As the foregoing explanation of our long-term goal and strategy suggests, our interest in the subject of this 

symposium comes from a very practical place. As noted, our goal is to help catalyze and support profound 

individual spiritual transformation on a scale sufficient to drive profound spiritually grounded social 

transformation. In our judgment, achieving this goal will require a powerful global movement.  The strength 

and effectiveness of this movement will, in turn, depend in significant measure on whether it develops a 

logically and emotionally compelling worldview.  As discussed below, we believe that the New Narrative 

can serve this purpose. 

 

The emerging global movement 

We believe that the same powerful forces that have led us to conclude that a global movement for spiritual 

transformation is both urgently needed and realistically possible are also drawing large numbers of other 

people and organizations around the world toward these same conclusions.  While still in the very early 

stages of its development, the global movement is beginning to emerge through the birth across cultures 

and spiritual paths of a large number of smaller, spiritually grounded transformation movements focused 

on a range of discrete social, economic, and environmental issues. For the most part, these diverse 

movements do not yet have a strong sense of being part of a larger global movement for spiritual 

transformation. Further, while various components of the emerging global movement have begun to 

articulate compelling ideas for their particular work, the global movement has yet to articulate a compelling 

overarching set of ideas for the movement as a whole. 

In our view, it is critically important that this nascent movement become self-aware—that is, that the 

members of the myriad smaller movements develop a conscious self-awareness of being part of a broad-

based and increasingly powerful global movement for comprehensive spiritually grounded social change.  

This global movement consciousness will energize and empower individuals by enabling them to see 

themselves not as part of a particular sub-movement working on only one of the many problems facing 

humanity, but as part of a much larger, more powerful movement that, taken as a whole, has a vision for 

and is working toward comprehensive global transformation. 
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At this point it may be useful to offer a brief comment on the relationship within the movement’s theory of 

change between individual spiritual transformation and spiritually grounded social change. We view the 

movement’s primary (or at least its proximate) goal as profound individual spiritual transformation with the 

confidence that if this individual transformation occurs on sufficient scale, then profound spiritually 

grounded social change will follow.  That said, we also recognize that a personal commitment to social 

change may be a critical step in and catalyst for an individual’s spiritual transformation. 

 

The New Narrative 

Viewing the New Narrative as the shared worldview that binds the global movement together has led us to 

consider two important questions. First, what is the most useful way to think about the relationship 

between the New Narrative and the narratives of the great spiritual traditions and of new spiritual paths 

emerging outside the traditions? Second, what are the essential components of the New Narrative—that is, 

its essential building blocks—if it is to function effectively as the set of ideas of a movement committed to 

promoting a transformation from a consciousness of separation and fear to one of oneness and love? The 

structure we have chosen for the symposium reflects our preliminary working hypotheses with respect to 

each of these questions.  

The New Narrative and the traditions in the context of a global movement.   Religious demographers 

project that at mid-century, a solid majority of persons around the world will continue to be on spiritual 

paths within one of the great traditions. This suggests that unless the global movement attracts the 

enthusiastic participation of very substantial numbers of persons within the traditions, it will never reach 

the scale required to drive spiritually grounded global change. In turn, it seems highly unlikely that the 

global movement will achieve this result if acceptance of the movement’s worldview—i.e., acceptance of 

the New Narrative—requires individuals to abandon the core commitments of their respective traditions. 

Assuming that these conclusions are correct, our preliminary thinking is that it is most useful to think of the 

New Narrative as an overarching global “metanarrative” that, on the one hand, is spacious and minimalist 

enough to accommodate aligned narratives grounded in each tradition and in the new spiritual paths 

emerging outside the traditions and, on the other, is powerful enough to provide the basis for strong 

common action. 

The essential building blocks of the New Narrative.  Functional analysis of the New Narrative as the 

worldview of a successful global movement for spiritual transformation also has important implications for 

the essential building blocks of the narrative. More specifically, if the New Narrative is to compete 

successfully with the alternative worldviews vying for dominance in the world today, it must provide (i) a 

more compelling understanding of the fundamental nature of reality and of how we acquire that 

understanding—i.e., a more compelling ontology and epistemology; (ii) a compelling critique of how the 

major individual and societal problems in our world today are an expression of a consciousness of 

separation and fear; (iii) a compelling explanation of how a consciousness of oneness and love could bring 

forth a transformed world in which both individuals and societies would flourish; and (iv) a compelling case 

that this profound spiritual transformation could, in fact, occur on a sufficient scale to drive this individual 

and societal transformation. 
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Implications for the structure of the New Narrative.  Combining these two sets of observations, our early 

working hypothesis is that it is useful to think of the structure of the New Narrative as a minimalist but 

robust overarching narrative spacious enough to embrace aligned narratives grounded in each of the 

traditions and emerging spiritual paths and comprised of five essential components:  an ontology; an 

epistemology; a critique of the current world situation grounded in separation and fear; a vision of a world 

transformed by a consciousness of oneness and love; and a persuasive account of how this broad-scale 

spiritual transformation of consciousness can occur.  

The following graphic represents this proposed structure: 
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Potential implications for the substance of the New Narrative.  Given this proposed structure of 

the New Narrative, we have also begun to think very preliminarily about the potential substance of 

each of the five elements of the narrative. This diagram fills in some very preliminary thoughts 

about the substance: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

A Sacred Ontology:  There is more to reality than physical reality, 

and this "something more" binds us together in a sacred, deeply 

interconnected, and meaningful reality in which we are free moral 

agents and are called to a life of love and compassion. 

 A Balanced and Humble Epistemology: It is important to achieve a 

balanced and complementary relationship between the scientific and 

spiritual ways of understanding reality that recognizes the strengths 

and limitations of both ways of knowing, and also recognizes that our 

understanding of both physical and transcendent reality will always be 

incomplete. 

 A Critique of Our Current World Situation:  Because our current 

way of relating to ourselves, other people, and the natural world is 

deeply rooted in a consciousness of separation and fear, our actions 

and way of being inevitably produce great and unnecessary suffering, 

injustice, and damage to the natural world. 

 A Vision of a World Transformed by Oneness and Love:  If we can 

"wake up" to an all-centered consciousness of oneness and love and to 

the sacredness of ourselves, others, and the natural world, we can 

together create a global community of life in which all persons can live 

in dignity and sufficiency and in which the natural world can flourish. 

 The Path: This transformation from a consciousness of separation 

and fear to a consciousness of oneness and love is possible. Over the 

millennia it has been experienced by millions of persons within and 

outside of the great faith traditions. The rich treasure of spiritual 

practices from the traditions, combined with insights of modern 

science and the humanities, hold the promise for broad-scale 

transformation in our time. 
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Our reason for taking Pope Francis’s encyclical as a starting point.  Finally, it may be helpful to note the 

principal reasons why we selected Pope Francis’s recent encyclical Laudato Si’: The Care of our Common 

Home as the starting point for our dialogue. First, viewed through the lens of the movement worldview 

outlined above, we read this encyclical as an eloquent articulation of a Christian version of the New 

Narrative that sets forth and discusses in some depth each of the five essential building blocks of the 

narrative. Second, we hope that our symposium will be very much in the spirit of Pope Francis’s gracious 

and respectful call for a global dialogue among faiths and worldviews on how we can find a global common 

ground from which to address the critical challenges facing humanity. Third, we think the encyclical 

demonstrates that it is possible to take this conversation about the New Narrative onto the world stage. It 

is also important to emphasize that selecting the encyclical as our starting point is in no way intended to 

privilege the Christian perspective.  In this regard, we have been very heartened by the recent release of 

the Islamic Declaration on Climate Change, a remarkable document that voices many of the same themes 

as the encyclical. 

 

Reflection Questions 

In preparation for our time together, we invite you to reflect on the following questions for each of our 

sessions. 

Is the global movement already emerging?  Where and how?  Who are its leaders? 

What are the essential attributes and capacities of the global movement if it is to be successful? 

How can the New Narrative help the movement become conscious of itself as a movement? 

 

How does your understanding of being and knowing fit within a global narrative?   

How do we bring the spiritual and scientific ways of knowing into a balanced and complementary 

relationship?  

How do we operate from our own worldview while honoring the diverse ways of understanding, being, and 

knowing?  

How can we describe the narrative in language that is inclusive of diverse spiritual paths and worldviews?   

 

TUESDAY MORNING                                                                                                                        

Sharing Perspectives on the Prospects for a Global Movement for Spiritual Transformation 

TUESDAY AFTERNOON                                                                                                                    

Sharing Perspectives on the Ontology and Epistemology of the New Narrative 
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How and why do current social, economic, political, cultural, religious, and spiritual conditions frustrate   

the flourishing of individuals, communities, and the natural world? 

To what extent are these problems rooted in an ego-centered consciousness of separation and fear? 

To what extent are they rooted in a loss of the sense of the sacredness of self, others, and the natural 

world? 

 

How would we and our world be changed by a transformation from an ego-centered consciousness of 

separation and fear to an all-centered consciousness of oneness and love? 

How would we and the world be changed by recovering a sense of the sacredness of self, others, and the 

natural world? 

 

How does spiritual transformation occur within each of the paths and narratives?  

What are the capacities and practices that support spiritual transformation, and how do we cultivate them? 

How do life-affirming spiritual communities support transformation? Does the global movement need to 

support a more inclusive and respectful way of being in spiritually grounded relationship? 

What is the relationship between individual spiritual transformation and spiritually grounded social 

change? 

 

How is this New Narrative being manifest/told within your tradition or path? 

Who are the contemporary voices within your tradition that support this New Narrative? 

How can we bring these voices together to deepen the dialogue about the New Narrative? 

In what specific ways can the story help support a global movement?  What are the best ways of sharing 

the story locally, nationally, internationally?   

WEDNESDAY MORNING – SESSION ONE                                                                                                                       

Sharing Perspectives on the New Narrative’s Critique of the Current World 

WEDNESDAY MORNING – SESSION TWO                                                                                                                     

Sharing Perspectives on the New Narrative’s Vision of a Transformed World 

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON – SESSION ONE                                                                                                                       

Sharing Perspectives on the New Narrative’s Perspective on Spiritual Transformation 

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON – SESSION TWO                                                                                                                       

Sharing Perspectives on Next Steps in Developing the New Narrative 
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What are the other areas (besides faith traditions) where the New Narrative is percolating that could 

provide further traction for this movement? 

How can we best help others see themselves as part of this movement? 

Where and how might we connect with other individuals and organizations who already see themselves as 

part of a spiritually based movement for global change?   

How can Fetzer best support the emergence of the New Narrative and the global movement? 

 

III.  Creating a Sacred Space for Our Time Together 

At the heart of our shared vision for a transformed world is learning to live in sacred relationship with 

ourselves, others, and the natural world. At Fetzer, we try to bring this deep sense of the sacred into all 

aspects of our daily work. Two very concrete ways we try to do this are by regularly taking time for shared 

silence and contemplation, and by trying to bring a commitment to deep listening and respectful dialogue 

to every conversation.  We invite you to share these practices with us during our time together. 

  

THURSDAY MORNING                                                                                                                    

Sharing Perspectives on Next Steps in Developing the Global Movement 
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NOTES 


